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ABSTRACT 

 

Acoustic parameters depiction of Glyzifer–Water system was carried out using ultra sonication, on different concentrations by molar mass 

by volume percentage [0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0%] at definite temperature of 308 K using ultrasonic interferometer. Limitations like 

sound property, flow property, mass-water ratio, adiabatic compressibility, Acoustic Impedance, maximum distance length, free bound time, 

Adsorption factor and molar compressibility are accounted and it is supportive for association of molecular interaction of binary mixture 

glyzifer–water system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Intermolecular contact plays a vital role in 20 and 30 liquid combination [1,2]. They impact the organization, alignment and conformation of 

molecule in solution. Sonication of liquid mixture have been used for qualitative solvation e of ranking of bonding link in fluid mixtures 

[3,4]. The everyday application of using mixed solvent rather than single solvent in engineering and biological processes in such a way that 

it provides a inclusive special of solvent-solvent mixture with necessary belongings [5-7]. The rates of reaction and stability of the 

intermediates formed, depends on the molecular contact of the medium. This usage of medicine glyzifer treats or prevents low plasma levels 

of for anemia or during gestation. Iron is an important mineral that the body needs to produce red blood cells and keep you in good health. 

Side effects of glyzifer primes abdominal related problems like pains, irregular stool or stomach upset may occur. Glyzifer is oral diabetic 

medicine which helps to control blood plasma, over doses leads may to hemochromatosis, hemosiderosis. Water, solvent with the combination 

of glyzifer with water at various concentration for the connection of molecular relations [8-15]. From this ultrasonic characterization 

comparable adiabatic compressibility, Intermolecular free length, acoustic impedance, relaxation time, wada constant and adsorption 

coefficient was intended. The values are plotted against concentration. The graph obtained is enlightened on the basis of various molecular 

interactions [16] contemporary in the system and how the relations are affected by the change of concentration at temperature 308 K. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Experimental part  
 
Solvent water was purified by double distillation. The solution of glyzifer-water of altered concentration by weight by volume percentage is 

prepared at room temperature (308 K). All the concentrations of mixture are allowed to attain constant temperature in constant temperature 

bath, before carrying out the experiments. The masses scheming of solution were carried out using a pycnometer of bulb capacity of 10 ml. 

The pycnometer was standardized using double distilled water. The accuracy of masses was found to be +0.001 g/cc. The flow rate of binary 

mixture were determines using an Oswald’s Viscometer (sigma chemical instruments). The ultrasonic velocities of pure solvent and binary 

mixture were measured using a single crystal path interferometer at 2 MHz (Mittal Enterprises, New Delhi). The accuracy in ultrasonic 

velocity was found to be +0.05%. The temperature controlled bath of test liquid was maintained at an accuracy of +0.02 in an electrical 

controlled thermostat. 
 
The solvent–solute binary mixtures are prepared by using weight by volume percentage by using jobs variation method. From the measured 

mass (density), Flow rate (viscosity) and sonication (ultrasonic velocity), the adiabatic compressibility, Intermolecular free length 

(Maximum free distance), relaxation time, Acoustic impedance, adsorption coefficient and Wada constant (Table 1). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Acoustic impedance (Z) 
 
Acoustic impedance increases with increases concentration of solutions the point at the low concentrations the values are gradual level, 

nonetheless increase sharply subsequently at higher concentrations, which is shown in Figure 1 and Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Determination of the different parameters for the association of molecular interaction of binary mixture glyzifer-water system 

 

Concentration 

of Solution 

Adiabatic 

Compressibility 

(β) × 10-7 

Acoustic 

Impedance 

Free 

Length Lf 

× 10-10 

Relaxation 

time × 10-9 

Absorption Co-efficient × 10-

11 

Wada 

constant 

0.2 8.1 1169 3.1 8.92 1.49 2941 

0.4 6.1 1271 2.97 7.73 1.19 2942 

0.6 4.5 1482 2.75 5.81 0.77 2931 

0.8 3.6 1666 2.8 4.12 0.56 2922 

1 2.8 1882 2.44 6.78 0.71 2911 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Variation of acoustic impedance with concentration 

 

Adiabatic compressibility (β) 
 
Adiabatic compressibility decreases with increases in concentration. This is due to the molecule occupies quantified the volume area. The 

decrease inclines with plodding as concentration increases which is shown in Figure 2 and Table 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Variation of adiabatic compressibility with concentration 
 

Intermolecular free length (Lf) 
 
The intermolecular free length decreases and increase, then decrease as concentration of solution increases. The concentration at 0.8 section 

show notable increases due to available maximum distance between the solvent–solute concentrations which is shown in Figure 3 and Table 

1.  
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Figure 3: Variation of free length with concentration 

 

Relaxation time (τ) 
 
Relaxation time decreases with increases with increases in concentration. It decreases sharply till 0.8 concentration segment and again 

increase very quickly, this is due the fact that the solvent-solute interaction is zero. The molecule has no oscillation at this 0.8 segment which 

is shown in Figure 4 and Table 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Variation of relaxation time with concentration 

 

Absorption coefficient (α/f2) 
 
Absorption coefficient also has same effect as relaxation time. It decreases with increases in concentration of solution which is shown in 

Figure 5 and Table 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Variation of absorption coefficient with concentration 

 

Molar compressibility or Wada’s constant (B) 
 
The molecular compressibility or wada constant increases from 0.2 to 0.4 and decrease sharply towards the higher concentration. Molecules 

are free in lower concentration when concentration increases the molecule become closer the volume so the values are decreasing towards 

higher concentration which is shown in Figure 6 and Table 1.  
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Figure 6: Variation of Wada constant with concentration 
 

CONCLUSION 

 

The concentration plays a vital role in solvent-solute interaction between the glyzifer water system and it was found clearly in the parameter 

of Molar compressibility or Wada’s constant (B), Absorption coefficient (α/f2), Relaxation Time (τ) and Intermolecular Free Length (Lf). A 

strong molecular interaction seen in the glyzifer-water system. 
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